
{p6} StoryFLIP-flip book phase                                                            


Challenge:

After receiving feedback from your WASH peers & faculty on your storyboard 
phase of this project, you will create ONE high quality flip book, consisting 
of between 24-36 pages, using original imagery that explores one of the 
concepts listed below in a visually interesting manner. 


Flip book: A small book with a series of images which create the illusion of 
motion when the pages of the are rapidly flipped. Typically, a flip book is 
held in one hand while the thumb of the other flicks the pages. Flip books 
rely on a basic optical principle know as persistence of vision to create an 
animated image.                   

                                                                                                                                
How the eye understands movement: The human retina actually retains an 
image for a brief instant. When a series of image are rapidly presented to the 
retina, it smooths out the gaps, creating a streamlined animated image. The 
persistence of vision principle is what allows people to perceive the series of 
frames in a motion picture as a movie, rather than a set of still photographs. 
Flip books help to lay the ground work for motion pictures and could be 
considered one of the earliest forms of animation.                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  
Original Imagery: A surface or image that is created by the artist & is original in both 
design & content.


Choose ONE of the following Conceptual Themes for your flip book:

Pop Culture	 Outliers                             Community


Choose ONE of the following Color Scheme Options for your GIF; all color 
schemes should include a thoughtful range of shades, tints & tones:

Triadic                 Complementary          Analogous            Tetradic


Flip book is DUE/Critique at the start* of surface studio:                                                                                                                      
MW Crew: Monday {4/18} @ 9:30am                                                                           
PM Crew: Monday {4/18} @ 6pm                                                                                                   
TR Crew: Tuesday {4/19} @ 9:30am 

*Please follow your WASH team faculty’s instructions on where, how & exactly what time the 
work needs to be installed/displayed. Instructions may vary slightly for each crew.


Surface Materials: 
Flip book will be created on heavy white paper {bristol, card stock or 
watercolor paper}. 

- Cut 24-36 pieces of 4”X 5” {depending on your flip book/story length}
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Elements + Principles of Design: 
Do you remember what they are?  

Vocabulary to Investigate:                                              
animation                                                                                                                                                                                              
comic book                                       
composition                                   
concept/content                                 
color & color schemes                                              
cinemagraph or cinegraph                                
craftsmanship                                       
contour                                                                              
directional force                                 
duration                                              
editing                                        
economy                                              
flip book                                            
graphic novel                                                
gravity                                                
harmony                                            
implied line/implied shape                                                                 
narrative                                             
original imagery                                            
persistence of vision principle                                              
plane                                                                                               
repetition                                                                                                
rhythm                                                
rotoscoping                                                 
scale                                                        
sequence                                         
storyboard & storyboard frames                                         
tempo                                            
tension                                                                                               
texture                                                       
time                                                    
zoetrope                                            
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- Cut 2 additional pieces of 4” X 5” of black bristol of black card stock. Do 
not write on the front of back, we will give you labels for your flip book. 

- Arrange the pages with the blank black pieces on the outside. 

- Bind pages with 2 binder-clips along the 4” side to create a small book.     
- Remove the 2 silver handles from each clip. 

- Make sure that you are moving forward with your most successful concept 
and visual solution. 

-  Your measurements should remain consistent within the flip book.   


Any combination of markers, pens and/or colored pencils may be used on 
this project.  

No visible pencil marks.

Be thoughtful in both the materials that you choose, as well as how you use 
those materials. 

Your format should stay consistent within your flip book & your marker, 
sharpie and/or colored pencil drawings should be clean, contours defined 
and concept clear. 


This project demands much more attention than a sketch. You flip book is not a 
series of quick sketches. These are not references or simply the start  of an idea. 
Your flip book should be a well-crafted, thoughtful succession of images that should 
not only explain your idea clearly, but demonstrate your investment of time.


Objectives:

- Explore a specific concept through a narrative sequenced flip book format.

- Construct 24-36 page flip book, demonstrating an understanding of time, 
pacing, color & design. 

- Exercise creative problem solving, while considering the element of 
chance. 

- Execute compositions with excellent craftsmanship appropriate to 
concept.

- Demonstrate a deeper understanding of color schemes.

- Gain confidence in your ability to work within limitations. 


Grade Evaluation: All WASH projects will be graded based on the following rubric: 
Design {30} + Craft {30} + Concept {20} + Presentation/Critique {10} + Problem 
Solving/Artistic Process {10}.


